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• Goal of International ID validation by country of origin: 

  => use the pedigree provided by the country of origin.  

Principle: 

- Country A can submit to IDEA an animal X from another country (country B) 
(LIMBBBF…) 

- To be taken into account in Interbeef evaluation with country B origin, this animal 
has to be validated by country B. 

 -> if country B validates animal X => use of pedigree from country B 

 -> else => country A should change international ID of animal X (LIMAAAF…) 

International ID validation 



However, specific old cases have been pointed out by Denmark in historical data: 

- National French database loaded in 2000 with first dairy cattle and then with 
beef cattle 

 => if a beef cattle animal with same id number than dairy cattle, 2 cases: 

  - renumbering of beef animal 

  - no inclusion in national database. 

 => it concerns old animals.  

To circumvent this problem, a patch has been added in Interbeef process: 

 The invalid animals are stopped unless they are linked with animals with proofs 

 => It leads to general inclusion of invalid animals in Interbeef evaluation. 

 => IID validation becomes useless 
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Comparison with result of January official run 
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Aww_CHA_1601r: 5351484 
Aww_LIM_1601r: 3235955 

 

Aww_pub_CHA_1601r: 531364 
Aww_pub_LIM_1601r: 577294 

 

FRA 
INVALID_ID  
CHA: 26966  
LIM: 15595 

A B 

C 

        x                          x  

LIM 3759 2668 => 40 invalid bulls are official 
in all scales  
 

CHA 6082 4926 => 22 invalid bulls are official 
in all scales 

A C B C 



►Listing of 40 Invalid FRA LIM bulls official in all scales: 
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► Listing of 22 Invalid FRA CHA bulls official in all scales: 
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Number of FRA INVALID publishable bulls in at least one scale: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Examples: 
- LIMFRAM00CPM-138389, born in 2000, is official in all scale but invalidated by France in 

2014  
 => Pedigree and progenies are GBR animals and not compatible with French national ID. 
- CHAFRAM000002610417, born in 1993, is official in all scale but invalidated by France in 

2014. 

LIM CHA 
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►Number of publishable invalid animals: 

Interbeef results 
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►Number of publishable invalid animals: 

Interbeef results 
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►Goal: Get ride of the invalid patch in interbeef programs to make pedigree validation useful 

►French animals born after 2000 should be valid  

     => if invalid, correction to be done by countries providing incorrect FRA id. 

 => need to receive invalid information from Interbeef ? which way? 

►For invalid animals born before 2000:  

 => Include these animals in Interbeef evaluation, but they won’t be publishable 
     (not available in aww_pub file) . 

 => for the 62 invalid publishable bulls in last release, correction are needed by countries 
     providing this information. 

 

► Situation for the other countries? 

Proposition 




